
Can't Go Home
Count: 32 Wall: 4 Level: Intermediate

Choreographer: Connor Graves (USA) - April 2022
Music: Who Says You Can't Go Home - Bon Jovi

***3 tags, 2 restarts

S1 (1-8) step, half turn, shuffle forward, step, half turn, shuffle forward.
1,2 step forward on your right with a half turn over left shoulder
3&4 shuffle forward Right Left Right
5,6 step forward on left with a half turn over right shoulder
7&8 shuffle forward Left Right Left.

Tag here- walk in a full circle 360 degrees for 8 counts
Walls (5, 10, 13)

S2 Step right quarter turn left. stepping left back, cross right over left, bring left together, shuffle forward,
shuffle forward
1-4 Step right foot to the side, turn quarter to the left stepping back on left, right foot crosses in

front, bring left foot together.
5&6 Shuffle forward Right Left Right
7&8 Shuffle forward Left Right Left
Restart here - Walls (6, 14)

S3 toe touch side, flick with quarter turn right, coaster step, heel grind, coaster step.
1,2 touch right toe out to the side, flick your foot out to the right while turning quarter to the right
3&4 coaster step (weight should end on right)
5,6 heel grind on left to your left.
7&8 coaster step (weight should end on left)

S4 step quarter turn, step quarter turn step quarter turn, step quarter turn, shuffle, shuffle (think of drawing a
diamond with your steps)
1 step right to corner quarter turn right
2 step left to corner behind you quarter turn to right
3 step right to corner quarter turn right
4 step left to corner behind you quarter turn right
& half turn
5&6 shuffle forward Right Left Right
7&8 Shuffle forward Left Right Left
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